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ONE ART Taipei 2020 Participating Galleries Revealed
With Up to 70 Galleries Participating, ONE ART Taipei Makes its Grand Return
With the support of millions of visitor from 2019, ONE ART Taipei 2020 made its grand
January 17th to 19th at The Sherwood Taipei and has gathered 67 international galleries
from 18 cities. Sphinx Ting curates exhibition “MY WORD/ MY WORLD” at room
“Special Present.”

Among all the artworks, twenty artworks have been selected in

advance for everyone to get the scoop of ONE ART Taipei 2020! There are three
galleries participating in the art fair for the first time, which will surely bring fresh new
artwork worthy of attention. Popular celebrity, Sphinx Ting, has also been invited to
present his exhibition. His unique insight and exquisite taste for art will definitely add
much more surprise to the art fair. ONE ART Taipei 2020 is already under preparation
and deliver the most memorable art feast for the public!
The art fair has three sections: “Unlimited,”“Discovery,” and “Media Art.” To
comprehensively present Asia’s art creation, this year’s “Unlimited” has thirty eight
domestic and oversea galleries. Many artworks of international masters such as Alex
Katz, Masayuki Tsubota, Song Xue, and Kusama Yayoi will be displayed.
TEZUKAYAMA GALLERY from Osaka have also brought works of prestigious Japanese
master Katsura Funakoshi. Various styles of artworks will be presented at the art fair at
one time, enabling the collectors and the public to be bathed in the limitless art world.
Sphinx Ting, is able to adapt himself into different roles in different fields such as fashion,
design, fine art. He has also been co-running “Fun Year Ting Ting Art Gallery”with his
father, San Kuang Ting. San Kuang Ting has cultivated his own exquisite taste for art
from his great success in his internationally known wallpaper industry that started from
scratch. With the innovative insight, Sphinx Ting has long been the art counselor in
charge of curating in the art industry. At the room of “Special Present,” Sphinx Ting is
expected to bring a unique exhibition for everyone!
The first time participating galleries have also brought many exceptional artworks. For
instance, Hiro Hiro Art Space is presenting not only Naritaka Satoh’s artwork, but also
Lene Kilde’s surrealistic yet cute sculpture. Elsa Art Gallery is bringing Abe Nyubo and
Heng Hsieh’s artworks. Jil Wu Art is bringing Miao Chen Huang’s ceramics sculptures.
All is expected to add variety for ONE ART Taipei.

ONE ART Taipei 2020 also continues to hold “ONE ART Award” and “Best Interior
Design Award” to constantly discover much more young art talents and creative interior
installation the galleries come up with. Besides enhancing the pleasure for the public to
participate in the art fair, ONE ART Taipei committee also collaborates with the leading
art magazine, Focus Art Magazine. Yiyi Tara Editor-in-chief, Yin Qi Li, has been invited
to select the “top 20” artworks. The selected artworks will also be announced in
advanced to let art lovers get the scoop of ONE ART Taipei 2020.
With the trend of Banksy and KAWS’s artworks setting high record at the auction, the
charm of street arts and trendy figurines cannot be ignored. “Trendy Culture” is a newly
formed influence that has gradually grown much more influencial in art market. Hong
Konger gallery, Admira Gallery, is bringing Shun Kimura’s artworks. Shun Kimura well
expresses his care for the anxiety in modern society through his paintings and
sculptures. Diego from L+/Lucie Chang Fine Arts has been regarded as “Japan’s Banks”
and has held his solo exhibition of street artss,”, IMPORTANT GARBAGE” at Takashi
Murakami’s gallery, Hidari Zingaro, in Tokyo. The COLLECTORS is founded by a couple
of youngsters from London. The works of currently popular artist, Katherine Bernhardt, is
presented this time. And her outspoken style for her works has won many
celebrities’hearts. Edison Chen, Hong Konger celebrity, is also her fan.
With it being the first time for Be Fine Art Gallery participating in hotel art fair, it is
bringing the graffiti works of 23-year-old Austrian artist, Alessandro Painsi. It is also the
first time for Alessandro Painsi to present his works in Asia. He is therefore holding great
expectation and looking forward to arriving on spot for more interaction with the
audience. Recently established Neptune Gallery is bringing Sabrina Horak with her
“Volcano” made with vibrant-colored carved wooden plates. She extends her series,
“Visions,” and uses “birth,” “rebirth,” and “transformation” as themes. Her artworks are
made with symmetrical compositions to create a steady and secured feel. “Volcano,”
symbolizes the difficulty people face in life. And to go toward the goal, one must first
overcome all the challenges to embark on the path to the dream land. THZ Gallery,
known for the ceramics sculptures, is presenting the small sized sculptures by two young
talents, Yun Ching Liao and Yen Yu Lu. The quaint colors and the mixture of realistic
and surrealistic vibes leave the audience with much imagination. From abstract, vibrant
colored paintings, to ceramic works, it’s clear to see the momentum and fresh concepts
the artists conceive for their art creation.
Besides experience and young artist showcasing their graphic paintings and sculptures,
“Media Art” values media creation and encourages artists to come up with works made

of multimedia materials. One of the most time-honored photography companies that has
run for over fifty years, Jazz Gallery, shows support for ONE ART Taipei 2020 and is
bringing exceptional works by the photographers such as Yu Ming Chen, Yi Yun Chang,
Li Ying Chiu, Chin Min Hsu, and Tsu Han Huang all at one time. Jeong Ju, Jeong
brought by Gallery Chosun has already won much recognition from “ONE ART Taipei
2019.”The audience gets to see his detailed composition of the installation and the
elegant movement of light again! Repaired photography in 2005 by Chen Hsiang Liu,
Cloud Gate’s designated photographer, from East Gallery appear to be surrealistic and
sets a unique artistic point of view from all the commercial photography pieces. Images
in his films back in 2005 were twisted due to the flood caused by typhoon. However, the
twisted images create another surrealistic feels that are surely worth a look! Hong
Konger photographer Kurt Tong is brought by UP Gallery. His perfect mixture of images
and other unconventional materials can also be seen at ONE ART Taipei 2020.
ONE ART Taipei aims to build a comprehensive platform for the art market. With one
year of preparation, various artworks crossing eras, fields, and even mediums are
displayed this time. Three displaying sections “Unlimited,” “Discovery,” and “Media Art”
together present the diversity of Asia’s art energy. Prizes such as “ONE ART Award” and
“Best Interior Design Award” are held to discover more young talents and keep the
participating galleries to have creative decoration for the hotel rooms. Besides providing
a art trading platform for the experienced collectors, ONE ART Taipei also paves the
way for Art collectors with less experience to start their collection through “Best Buy”
labels shown on the artworks. ONE ART Taipei not only values the pleasure for the
public to get access to fine art, but also manages to build a communicating platform
stage for the galleries, artists and collectors in pursuit of the beauty of art being heard
and seen in the world.
###
About ONE ART Taipei
ONE ART Taipei (OAT) is committed to being the leading hotel art fair in Asia and has been
constantly seeking breakthrough for contemporary art. The art fair includes three sections:
“Unlimited” showcasing various artworks from all over the world, “Discovery” showcasing artworks
by young artists under 35 years old, and “Media Art” gathering artworks combining mediums of
media and other materials. Two prizes,“ONE ART Award” and“Best Interior Design Award,” are
held to discover more young art talents and keep the galleries motivate to come up with creative
room installations. In succession of “ONE ART Taipei 2019,” ONE ART Taipei 2020 continues to

present a brand new art communicating platform and market.
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Annex A- ONE ART Taipei 2020 Participating Galleries

Unlimited （藝術無限）
Hong Kong

ADMIRA Gallery

觀止堂 GUAN ZHI TANG

Taipei

Aki Gallery

也趣藝廊

Seoul

AP Gallery

AP Gallery

Taipei

Art Influence

心動藝術空間

Taipei

Caves Art Center

敦煌藝術中心

Tainan

Der-Horng Art Gallery

德鴻畫廊

Taipei

Dynasty Gallery

朝代畫廊

Taichung

Estyle Art Gallery

藝時代畫廊

Tokyo

Fujiya Gallery

藤屋画廊

Tokyo

Ginza Kawauso Gallery

銀座獺画廊

Tokyo

Gallery Hirota Fine Art

広田美術

Taipei

Hiro Hiro Art Space

Hiro Hiro Art Space

Taipei

Imavision Gallery

晴山藝術中心

Kaohsiung

J. P. Art Center

琢璞藝術中心

Taipei

Julia Gallery

雅逸藝術中心

Seoul

KIMHYUNJOO Gallery

KIMHYUNJOO Gallery

Tokyo

KOGUROENTGEN

KOGUROENTGEN

Seoul

L Gallery

L Gallery

Taipei

LIN ART PROJECTS

潮時藝術

Taipei

Loftyart Gallery

高士畫廊

Osaka

LSD

LSD

Hong Kong

L+/Lucie Chang Fine Arts

L+/Lucie Chang Fine Arts

Seoul

Gallery M

Gallery M

Busan

Gallery MAC

Gallery MAC

Shanghai

Magnificent!

Shanghai

SHANGchen ModeART

尚辰时尚艺术空间

Tokyo

SHUKADO

秋華洞

Taichung

Sin Yi Art Center

新藝藝術中心

Taichung

Song Fong Gallery

松風閣畫廊

Seoul

Space 1326

Space 1326

Kamakura

Sun Art Gallery

Sun Art Gallery

美伦文化创意(上海)有限公
司

Kobe

TANAKA Art Gallery

田中美術

Osaka

TEZUKAYAMA GALLERY

TEZUKAYAMA GALLERY

London

the COLLECTORS

the COLLECTORS

Hsinchu

Vine The Art Gallery

藤藝廊

Busan

Gallery Woo

Gallery Woo

Hong Kong

Yaben Contemporary

雅本當代

Taipei

YIRI ARTS

伊日藝術計劃

Discovery（發現藝術）
New Taipei City Art Lee Center

黎藝術館

Seoul

Baiksong Gallery

白松畫廊

Taipei

Be Fine Art Gallery

比劃比畫

Taipei

BOSS Art Gallery

東家畫廊

Daegu

Chung Jark Art

Chung Jark Art

Taipei

Cloud Gallery

青雲畫廊

Taipei

Donna Art & Consulting

多納藝術

Taipei

Elsa Art Gallery

雲清藝術中心

Taichung

Estyle Art Gallery

藝時代畫廊

Taipei

Helios Gallery

日帝藝術

Taipei

Jil Wu Art

懿能藝術

Tokyo

KOKI ARTS

KOKI ARTS

Taipei

Kuo Mu Sheng Art Center

郭木生美術中心

Osaka

GALLERY MAISON D'ART

Taichung

Mioka Art

美丘美术

Taichung

Naissance Gallery

尼頌詩藝術

Taipei

Neptune Gallery

涅普頓畫廊

Miaoli

RIVER ART

大河美術

Nagoya

Sharaku Gallery

寫樂畫廊

Taipei

TANSBAO Gallery

丹之寶藝術

GALLERY MAISON
D'ART

New Taipei City THZ Gallery

陶華灼藝廊

Tokyo

Gallery UG

Gallery UG

Hong Kong

VINS

VINS
Media Art（媒體藝術）

Seoul

Gallery Chosun

朝鮮畫廊

Taipei

East Gallery

東之畫廊

Taipei

Feihwang Gallery

飛皇畫廊

Taipei

Jazz Gallery

爵士攝影藝廊

Osaka

M.Y.KU ART PROJECT

M.Y.KU ART PROJECT

Daegu

Sinmi Gallery

Sinmi Gallery

Hsinchu

UP Gallery

絕版影像館

